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Summary

Showing that neither the ethics of individual decision nor immutable laws can comprehend the social subject and its choice spaces, this chapter explains the deciding plane of the human condition as the rules by which we live and defines the ultimate principles of their evaluation and advance.

9.1. The Egocentric Circle: How the World Disappears in Philosophy and Economics

The “egocentric predicament” is an age-old philosophical problem – namely, that nothing can be proved beyond one’s own conscious states. Solipicism and scepticism are philosophical positions which deny that there is any certain way beyond this circle, and philosophy has been haunted by the problem since the ancients. Even the
philosopher entering heaven asks, “How do I know this is not a snare and a delusion?”

Meta-tactics have developed to avoid the ultimate conundrum. Suspension of judgment becomes an unwritten standard of philosophical comportment, and philosophy tends to stay within meanings and relationships among words. In contemporary theory, abstract rational selves in a vacuum decide what is just, good or valid, while in practice, selves choose what they want in markets of commodities and politicians.

In all, a world-view develops in which *nothing is seen to decide but individual preferences, and there is no value but what they choose*. Other ways of understanding are alien - “collectivist”, “Marxist”, “deciders for others”, “ghost entities”, and so on.

9.1.1. A General Tuning Out of the World

In contemporary moral philosophies and theories of justice, self-referential debates abstract out the world and build *ex nihilo* on themselves. That is, professional philosophers begin with interpretations of what the dominant theories have claimed, with what philosophers in central institutions say about them as reference body including what has been argued for or against them that is in fashion, and especially what has been said in response to them in secondary debates, *ad infinitum*. No life-ground ever emerges to view to constrain obligation to its requirements. That the internal mechanics of the arguments position themselves within the received debates is all that normally counts. It follows that when actual universal interests of humanity come to be directly threatened, there are no shared grounds to recognize the crises of the actual world or to steer out by life coordinates of understanding.

Outside of philosophy, a parallel autism rules. For example, professional economic understanding adopts technical and mathematical symbols in equations and graphs which become autonomous circuits of meaning that substitute for the material world. What does not appear within them does not exist to theory, for example, people’s actual life needs. Necessity is thus what follows from the given axioms, not what people require to live through generational time.

9.2. The Common Life Interest beneath Rule By Private Rights

Despite this systemic disconnection from the life-ground by contemporary theory and doctrine, humanity’s underlying longer-term pattern of civilization has, in fact, been *life-protective norms developed across cultures* - for example, against depredation of common resources, letting the young or old die, attacking others at will, appropriating others’ homes, or sexual molestation or rape.

Yet all of these actions are freely permitted in Nature’s competition for survival which evolutionary and economic theories adopt as their model of reproductive success. It as if the very basis of humanity’s civilization and difference from the brutes was being blocked out by the ruling value syntax of thought.
9.2.1. Market-Era Amnesia of the Civil Commons

Transcultural laws and customs defending human life are elements of the long-developing but generally unseen civil commons discussed in the prior chapter - that is, all social constructs which enable universal access to life goods, from language and life-protective laws to public life spaces, libraries and parks, and supportive care when helpless. Civil commons, however, are not widely recognized in philosophy or the sciences, including Marxian varieties. Although its structures differentiate humanity from the natural struggle for survival in every case, these evolved community support systems and their historical actualization of the common life interest are screened out of even theory which focuses on “the commons”.

For example, Elinor Ostrom’s Governing the Commons: The Evolution of Institutions for Collective Action (1990), for which she received the 2009 Nobel Prize in Economics, examines only small-scale commons organized and governed by individuals in the private sector, without government funding, or legal enforcement, or life-value criterion. Civil commons at the system-wide level remain without a known name even as battles are fought in the street for their particular forms (e.g., government protection of ecological commons, labor rights, application of international law against war crimes, public programs for life security of all kinds, enforced rules against bio-piracy and seed contamination, and so on).

The evolution of civil commons underlies humanity’s civilization itself, as this analysis explains, but their formations have been increasingly invaded, defunded and enclosed in bits – most poignantly in fee-privatization of public infrastructures of primary education and healthcare in Africa so as to pay compound interest to foreign banks.

9.2.2. Against the Grain: Recognizing the Social Subject and Civil Commons

What is not recognized is not defended or extended. The substance of humanity’s onto-ethical development - what John Stuart Mill called “the permanent interests of mankind as a progressive being” – may be acknowledged in resonant phrases, but not criterially defined. The closest Mill comes, as we know, is the utilitarian principle - maximization of happiness and minimization of pain. Yet these interests are subjective, impermanent, and not necessarily progressive as we have seen in The Transcultural Idea: The Good as Happiness and the Bad as Pain.

The methodological problem is that what transient selves want or decide as individuals or aggregates cannot recognize what has been left out – what societies in fact choose by the rules its members live by. The social subject is not recognized. The system-deciding rules we live by dissolve into the given. Society’s rule-governed self creation is not examined as a moral system. Civil commons are not even named.

Failure to conceive humanity’s shared life and life foundations is endemic to ruling doctrines through history. Even universal water and sewer systems so basic to common life today had to be struggled for underneath policy and theory by London women over a century ago in the face of industrial squalor and cholera epidemics, and are now themselves under money-privatization pressures across the world. Instead of further
advance on the strength of what societies have won by universalizing life goods and standards, there is a reverse tendency whose philosophical frame is the self-maximizing market individual. Indeed lead advocates of this global market revolution, F.A. Hayek and Margaret Thatcher, have claimed “there is no such thing as society”.
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